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Abstract-Today opinion mining is fast growing topic as
more and more people use internet in their day to day life
and share information globally. Due to increase in social
networking and micro-blogging people share their views,
opinion and emotions with each other. This information is
necessary for the organization that are selling or
manufacturing products in order make changes in design
and other configuration of the product. As number of
customers give their reviews on same product so that it is
difficult for the new user to take decision whether to buy a
product or not. The proposed system gives an enhanced
summarized result for newly users in order to take fast
decision. It extends the level of feature based opinion
classification. A soft computing technique is used to
classify opinion into positive and negative opinion. The
extensive result is presented based on standard dataset
retrieved from websites. It not only gives the summary of
individual model of a car but also compare two models of a
car. By using proposed system, it is easy for user to learn
the characteristics of a model as well as to take fast
decision.
Keywords: Opinion mining, feature extraction, soft
computing, ruled based fuzzy logic, opinion classification,
summarization.
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INTRODUCTION

World Wide Web contain huge amount of
information which consist of online opinion such as
political affair comments, news comments, product
comments etc. Internet users express their personal
views on review websites, blogs, and discussion
forum and so on. This information is publically
available to users through internet. However large
amount of opinion on the Web makes it difficult to
get important information. Reading all reviews is a
time consuming and confusing task. The research has
been going on mining customer reviews which is
called as opinion mining.
Opinion mining is the field of study people’s
emotions, views, experiences from written language.

It is the field of natural language processing, data
mining, machine learning, and artificial intelligence
and so on. The interest in opinion mining has been
increased due to increase in social media services
such as review sites, micro-blogs, online social
network etc. Today online opinion is very beneficial
for businessman for collection of feedback from
customers so that necessary changes can be made
with product. Opinion mining is not only useful for
consumer but also for producer.
In this research, we propose a feature based opinion
summarization on customer reviews of automobiles.
The task is performed in following steps:
1. Identify the features of automobiles that
customer have commented.
2. Show all reviews of automobile according to
selected features.
3. Now according to selected feature divide
reviews into positive and negative reviews.
4. Show overall summary of reviews using
graph which consist of histogram of positive
and negative review according to features.
5. According to features show individual
graphical summary of positive and negative
reviews.
6. Finally comparison is made between two
models and show graphical summary
We give a simple example to demonstrate the above
steps. Consider the review of automobile having
company and model as Maruti Suzuki and Alto K10
respectively.
Company: Maruti Suzuki
Model: Alto K10
Review all:
Look and style:
<individual comments>
<individual comments>
<individual comments>
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Comfort:
<individual comments>
<individual comments>
<individual comments>
Positive reviews:
Look and style:
<individual comments>
<individual comments>
<individual comments>
Comfort:
<individual comments>
<individual comments>
<individual comments>
Negative reviews:
Look and style:
<individual comments>
<individual comments>
<individual comments>
Comfort:
<individual comments>
<individual comments>
<individual comments>
For the above example review all consist of all
reviews that is the combination of positive and
negative reviews and positive and negative reviews
contains positive opinion reviews and negative
opinion reviews from review all respectively.
Our task is different from others in number of ways.
We textually as well as graphically represent the
summary of reviews. We mainly focused on features
of automobiles that customers have opinion and also
whether the opinion is positive or negative according
to features.
A soft computing technique is used to perform
classification of opinion into positive and negative
opinion. Here soft computing technique called rulebased fuzzy logic is used where fuzzy function is
used to calculate the score of the sentence.
Section 2 describes related work on feature mining.
Section 3 contains detail working of proposed
system. Section 4 describes the experimental results.
Finally we give conclude and give direction for
future work in opinion mining field.
II. RELATED WORK
The following section explains the survey of various
papers based on feature based opinion mining.
Several methods have been proposed to extract
feature from customer reviews.
Hu and Liu [3] worked on customer reviews. They
extract features of product from customer reviews.
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They also show whether the opinion is positive or
negative and finally summarize the result. The main
problem with the method employed by this system is
it does not give proper relation between feature and
its opinion. In our work we not only decide whether
the opinion is positive or negative but also calculate
the score of the word which is used for the plotting
graph.
Lawrence and David [4] developed an automatic
method which distinguishes positive and negative
reviews. An ontology based feature extraction
method had been discussed & implemented by Aciar
[5]. But the main problem with this is, whenever new
feature is added there is a need of construction and
updating of ontology each time.Hana Jeong,
Dongwook Shin, and JoongminChoi [11] developed
an enhanced feature extraction technique called
FEROM which effectively extract correct feature
from the review data but the main problem with this
method it does not calculate the strength of the
opinion and does not give proper summarize form.
But in our approach we not only calculate the
strength of the opinion but also give a detailed
summary of each model according to selected
features
Various machine learning methods and training sets
are used to perform automatic text classification.
Machine learning methods such [13] as Support
Vector machine (SVM), Artificial intelligence [14],
Naïve Bayesian [12] or hybrid approaches [15, 16]
are used to improve the efficiency of classification.
But all these methods are not focused on generating
extractive summaries.
III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
The following section describes the design of our
proposed feature based opinion mining system based
on rule-based fuzzy logic. Our proposed opinion
systems automatically extract the opinion from
unstructured user reviews and classify the opinion
into positive and negative opinion according to the
assigned polarity. Polarity is a sometime considered
as intensity. The proposed systems consist of
following steps: 1) Data Preprocessing 2) Feature and
opinion generation 3) Opinion Classification 4)
Summary.
We perform opinion mining on online reviews of
various car models.Reviews are collected from
differentautomobiles websites having engine capacity
between 800-1000 cc. The websites that we are using
for collection of reviews are www.carwale.com and
www.cardekho.com. We collect approximately 450
reviews for 9 car models where each model having
approximately 50 reviews.
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Figure 1.Shows the system architecture. The different
steps of the system architecture are explained below.
a)
Data Preprocessing: User’s opinions are
generally expressed in natural language which
contains errors in spelling, grammar, mistakes in
punctuations and so on. Before mining usergenerated reviews need preprocessing in order to
remove noise. An openNLP tool is used to perform
this task. openNLP tool is a machine learning natural
language processing tool used to perform following
task such as sentence detection, tokenization, POS
tagging, chunking, parsing. The version of openNLP
tool use is 1.5.3. openNLP tool consist Standford
parser which is a well known linguistic parser. It
automatically corrects the unstructured text and
produces a clean text.
Consider an example; a user-generated review is in
the form of
“the look and style of a car is so nice!!!”
After preprocessing the sentence would read as,
“The look and style of a car is so nice!”
In the above example, the first sentence is capitalized
and the repetitive exclamation mark occurs only
once.
Thus the preprocessing step generates a clean text
which is given as input to the next step of the system.
b)
Feature and Opinion generation: In this
step we generate a feature set for opinion mining
from cleaned reviews generated in first step by using
linguistic parser. Here we have created a table name
as Feature and Opinion generation table (FOGT).
FOGT table consist of car model features as well as
positive, negative and inverter words associated with
that feature. We manually assign weight to each word
in the table. We use a standard WordNet directory for
making FOGT table. Table 1. Shows the entries in
FOGT. Here POS (part-of-speech) tagging is used to
performed feature extraction. Frequently occur Noun
(N) and Noun Phrase (NP) is considered as feature
and Adjective or Adverb is considered as opinion
word for the sentence.
For example, consider a review of sentence for model
of a car creates after preprocessing is:
“The look of car is nice.”
When POS tagging is done by using openNLP the
output is generated as:
“The look [.n] of [.p] car [.n] is [.v] nice [.a]”
In the above example, [.n] denotes noun, [.p]denotes
preposition, [.a] denotes adjective and [.v]denotes
verb. Here “look” is considered as feature which is
described by adjective “good”. Adjective “good”
shows the opinion about feature “look”.Whenever
POS tagging is done noun, noun phrases, adjective or
adverb of the sentence is checked with the entries in
the FOGT.
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Figure 1. System architecture
Feature

Look and
style

Comfort
Mileage

Pickup

Positive polarity
words
(p=1)
Excellent, good,
best, decent,
attractive, great,
beautiful,
elegant,
amazing, stylish
Comfortable,
extraordinary
Decent,
satisfactory,
reliable
Average,
sufficient, high,
fine
Happy

Negative polarity
words (p=-1)

Inverter

Worst, bad, poor

Not,
Never

congested

Not
Not

Slow, less

Overall
Mistake, down,
experience
cheat, waste
Fuel
Superb, fantastic
Low
Not
economy
Table 1. Feature and Opinion Generation Table

Consider the first entry in the FOGT, it indicate the
feature “look and style” for a car model. This feature
can take fuzzy values like “excellent”, “good”,
“best”, “decent”, “attractive”, “great”, “beautiful”,
“elegant”, “amazing” and “stylish” which has
positive polarity. On the other hand it can take fuzzy
values like “worst”, “bad” and “poor” which have
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negative polarity.The polarity of words is reversed by
inverter which has words like “not” and “never.”
The FOGT table is used in next step to calculate the
score of the user review sentence and classify it into
positive and negative review.
c)
Opinion Classification: In this step, the
reviews are classified into positive and negative
reviews. We classify new user review by calculating
fuzzy score. The fuzzy score is calculated by using
following steps. 1) Extract feature and words from
FOGT look up table. 2) Identify the polarity and
initial weight of the word. 3) Calculate overall score
using fuzzy function. The first two steps of fuzzy
score calculation are explained in above second step
of system architecture. The fuzzy score of the word
can be calculated as:
f(x) = 1-(1-w(x))
(1)
Where f(x) represents fuzzy score of the word and
w(x) represents the initial weight of the word which s
assigned in FOGT table. Consider ∀ݔ, ([ ∈ )ݔ0, 1]
which indicate the output value of f(x) should be in
the range of [0,1]. For example, the initial assigned
weight of the word “good” is 0.5, hence fuzzy score
for the particular word is calculated as f(x) = 0.5. The
FOGT table contains polarity for identification of
positive and negative opinion. Hence the modified
fuzzy score can be calculated as:
f(x)new = pi f(x)
(3)
In the above equation, the first term indicate the
polarity of the feature. If polarity is positive then the
value of pi=1 otherwise the value of pi= -1. If inverter
is present (ex. “not”) then simply reverse the value of
polarity which is indicated by ‘pi’. The inverter only
changes the polarity of the feature but the magnitude
remains unchanged. Equation (3) is used to plot
overall graph. The value of f(x)new calculated using (3)
remains in the range of [-1,1] so we need to
normalized the value of f(x)new .The normalized value
should be in the range of [0,1],
It is calculated in the following manner:
fn(x) =
(4)
The normalized value is generally used to plot
positive/negative graph. The accuracy of this
classification is verified by comparing them.
Comparison is made on the basis of features of two
different models of car.
d)
Summary: This is the last step of system
architecture. Here we have generated a detailed
summary of reviews according to selected features in
textual as well as in graphical format. It consists of
three types of graphs. 1) Overall graph. 2)
Positive/Negative graph and 3) Comparison Graph.
Figure 1, figure 2 and figure 3 show the graphical
summary of reviews for car model Alto-K10.
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Figure 2. Overall graph

Figure 3. Positive graph

The overall graph contains total number of positive and
negative reviews according to selected features. We have
taken 50 reviews for each model. Consider for feature
overall experience there are 20 positive reviews and 30
negative reviews so the overall graph contain 20 positive
and 30 reviews for feature overall experience.
Positive and negative graph contain individual positive and
negative reviews according to the score calculated by using
equation (4). Overall graph and Positive/ Negative graph is
used for verifying individual car model and comparison
graph is used for verifying two different models of car.
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score. The summary is not only useful tocommon
customers, but also for product manufactures.
The primary area of future work is to improve the
method of calculate the score/strength of words and
use our summarization system end to end in practice

Figure 4. Negative graph

Figure 6. Experiment result
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Figure 5.Positive Review Comparison graph

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
This section describes the result of evaluation of our
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carwale.com cardekho.com. For each model we first
loaded 50 reviews for each model. These reviews
were cleaned by using linguistic parser. Feature
extraction and opinion word were found by using
FOGT table and fuzzy logic respectively.Figure
6.represents the evaluation result. Here customer can
get detail summary about car model by selecting
company, model and features
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automobiles review extraction based on features. Our
experimental results indicate that the proposed
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